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Moments of Confusion in Simulation-Based Learning
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Abstract
Confusion is an important epistemic emotion because it can help students focus their attention and effort when
solving complex learning tasks. However, unresolved confusion can be detrimental because it may result in students’
disengagement. This is especially concerning in simulation environments using discovery-based learning, which
puts more of the onus for learning on the students. Thus, students with misconceptions may become confused.
In this study, the possible moments of confusion in a simulation-based predict-observe-explain (POE) environment
were investigated. Log-based interaction patterns of undergraduate students from a fully online course were
analyzed. It was found that POE environments can offer a level of difficulty that potentially triggers some confusion,
and a likely moment of students’ confusion was the observe task. It was also found that confidence in prior
knowledge is an important factor that can contribute to students’ confusion. Students mostly struggled when they
discovered a mismatch between the subjective and objective correctness of their responses. The effects of such a
mismatch were more pronounced when confusion markers were analyzed than when students’ learning outcomes
were observed. These findings may guide future works to bridge the knowledge gaps that lead to confusion in POE
environments.
Notes for Practice
•

Confusion is an epistemic emotion that is unlikely to be avoided in complex learning tasks.

•

Confusion can promote a deeper understanding of the concepts because its resolution often requires
critical thinking, inquiry, and effortful problem-solving.

•

Simulation-based predict-observe-explain (POE) environments can promote a degree of difficulty that
can potentially confuse students.

•

One of the likely moments of students’ confusion is during the observe phase of the POE learning design.

•

Students with misconceptions or incorrect prior knowledge are more likely to become confused during
the observe phase than students with correct prior knowledge.

•

Students’ confidence in their prior knowledge can strongly influence how confused they become.

•

Students who have high confidence but make incorrect responses are more likely to show signs of
confusion—their effort associated with confusion seems to positively influence their learning outcomes.
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1. Introduction
Students in higher education are now routinely offered the opportunity to learn in digital environments and technologyenhanced courses. While these environments can offer scalability (such as MOOCs) and flexibility (with the provision of
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anytime, anywhere access), they often require students to be more autonomous in terms of exploring and covering the content
of courses and keeping track of their own progress. This may be particularly true for simulation-based learning environments,
in part because of their discovery-based nature. In order to effectively learn in these environments, students need to have a
certain level of motivation and self-regulated learning skills (Huang, 2002). Students need to negotiate any technical challenges
these digital learning environments pose, while at the same time, they need to grapple with new, complex information in the
absence of instructors’ immediate feedback (Mansour & Mupinga, 2007). There is a high chance for students to become
confused while handling these multiple demands (Pachman, Arguel, & Lockyer, 2015).
Confusion is an “epistemic emotion” (Pekrun, Goetz, Titz, & Perry, 2002; Pekrun & Stephens, 2012) that, unlike basic
emotions (such as “happy,” “sad,” or “angry”), is particularly prevalent in educational settings. Confusion is typically
experienced as an affective response to the cognitive processing of complex material. It has often been referred to as a
“cognitive feeling” or a feeling about one’s knowledge state (Clore, 1992; Storm & Storm, 1987). Researchers have also
defined confusion as a “noticeable lack of understanding” (Baker, D’Mello, Rodrigo, & Graesser, 2010; D’Mello, Lehman,
Pekrun, & Graesser, 2014), or as a feeling of uncertainty (D’Mello et al., 2005), where students do not know what to do next
or how to proceed (Keltner & Shiota, 2003; Rozin & Cohen, 2003).
If students’ confusion is sustained, it can lead to frustration and boredom (Chiu, Hong, & Dweck, 1997; D’Mello &
Graesser, 2014b; D’Mello & Graesser, 2012a; Kostyuk, Almeda, & Baker, 2018; Rodrigo et al., 2007). Under these conditions,
students’ goal-blockages and misconceptions become reinforced rather than getting corrected (Arguel & Lane, 2015; Arguel,
Lockyer, Lipp, Lodge, & Kennedy, 2017). Such a persistent or prolonged state of confusion is associated with negative learning
experiences that can lead to students’ disengagement (Baker et al., 2010; D’Mello & Graesser, 2012b; D’Mello et al., 2014).
While confusion can be detrimental to learning, not all episodes of confusion are alike (D’Mello et al., 2014). In certain
situations, it has been found to positively affect students’ learning outcomes by promoting a deeper understanding of the
concepts (Craig, Graesser, Sullins, & Gholson, 2004; D’Mello & Graesser, 2014a; D’Mello et al., 2014). Some researchers
have argued that in order to resolve their confusion, students need to engage in adaptive learning behaviours, such as making
inferences, reflecting on and integrating new knowledge, and reviewing their prior conceptions (Graesser, Ozuru, & Sullins,
2010). Moreover, some learning designs have been proposed as beneficial because they present students with difficulties that
can induce cognitive conflict or disequilibrium (Graesser & Olde, 2003). This can potentially confuse the learners, making
these educational frameworks effective for students’ learning (Ballantyne & Bain, 1995). Examples of such learning designs
are refutation texts (Tippett, 2010), desirable difficulties (Bjork, 2011), productive failure (Kapur, 2016), and impasse-driven
learning (Brown & VanLehn, 1980; VanLehn, Siler, Murray, Yamauchi, & Baggett, 2003). Another learning design that has
the potential to trigger confusion in students is the simulation-based predict-observe-explain paradigm (White & Gunstone,
1992). Predict-observe-explain (POE), as the name suggests, is a three-phase, iterative learning design (Dalziel, 2010).
1. During the prediction phase, students formulate a hypothesis and are often asked to provide their reasons for committing
to a particular hypothesis. It has been suggested that questions that draw on explanatory reasoning may be diagnostic
of deeper comprehension (Graesser, Baggett, & Williams, 1996).
2. During the observation phase, students test their hypothesis by changing parameters or variables in a simulation so they
can see the effects of their manipulations. The observation phase is crucial for providing students with important
insights into their prior-held ideas and beliefs (Driver, 1983). This phase is especially critical for students who propose
an incorrect hypothesis, because they can then see a mismatch between their predictions and their observations.
3. Finally, in the explain phase, clarifications are provided to students detailing the relationship between variables or
parameters that represent the conceptual phenomenon under investigation. This phase aims to help students reconcile
any discrepancies between what they predicted and what they observed in the simulation (Gunstone & White, 1980).
A POE learning design can be applied in a range of learning contexts—face to face, online, computer labs, and so on—and
can be used to promote students’ discussion (White & Gunstone, 1992) and improve their understanding of science concepts
(Bowen & Haysom, 2014). Computer-mediated and multimedia-based POE tasks have been found to promote peer-learning
opportunities, and other POE tasks have the potential to support conceptual change by probing students’ prior knowledge and
beliefs (Gunstone, 1990; Tao & Gunstone, 1999). Researchers have encouraged the use of POE-based learning designs and
have called them an “inevitable way” of making science courses more interesting and engaging (Karamustafaoğlu & MamlokNaaman, 2015; Kibirige, Osodo, & Tlala, 2014; Sreerekha, Arun, & Sankar, 2016).
While POE learning designs have been promoted, the ways in which students make inferences, reflect on their new
knowledge, and then assimilate that knowledge while reviewing their prior conceptions has not received much attention. These
behaviours of reflecting upon and reviewing prior conceptions have also been associated with students’ struggle and confusion
resolution behaviours (D’Mello & Graesser, 2014a; D’Mello et al., 2014). Therefore, students’ confusion can play an important
role in developing their understanding within the POE environments.
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It is important to mention that confusion has been studied in different learning environments by a large number of
researchers. For example, Bosch, D’Mello, and Mills (2013); Lee, Rodrigo, Baker, Sugay, and Coronel (2011); and Rodrigo
et al. (2009) have analyzed the emotions experienced by novices in programming contexts. They report that students’ confusion
could impact their learning outcomes and their eventual success in a computer science class. Confusion has been analyzed in
a mathematical context where students needed to solve algebra problems (Lagud & Rodrigo, 2010). Confusion has also been
the focus of research in visual art and aesthetic research (Silvia, 2009, 2010); in tutoring sessions using the AutoTutor system,
where students needed to work on difficult questions related to computer literacy (D’Mello & Graesser, 2011); in chemistry,
using virtual laboratory software (Baker et al., 2011); in narrative-centred learning environments (McQuiggan, Robison, &
Lester, 2010); and in many others. Confusion has, however, not received much attention in POE-based environments.
Therefore, this study capitalizes on a POE learning environment that focuses on the educational model of conceptual
simulation. Specifically, it aims to identify how the POE educational paradigm can guide analytics work in the prediction of
confusion.
Detecting students’ confusion is “both critical and complex” (Graesser, 2011). It is an essential step in identifying optimally
effective behaviours within digital learning environments. Understanding confusion using learning analytics will help
researchers understand how students complete assigned tasks in self-directed environments, and when real-time feedback and
support may be provided to guide them, with the possibility of improving their affect, enhancing their engagement, and
advancing their learning (Baker et al., 2012). Detection of confusion can be particularly useful for helping students avoid
persistent or prolonged confusion, which has been associated with poor learning outcomes and performance (D’Mello, Person,
& Lehman, 2009; Lee et al., 2011).

2. Background
Regarding emotions in a learning context, McLeod (1989) suggests that given a difficult problem, students’ reactions may
include many emotions. A major source of these emotions is an interruption (Mandler, 1984), a cognitive conflict (Piaget,
1952b), an impasse (Brown & VanLehn, 1980; VanLehn et al., 2003), or a dissonance (Festinger, 1957) in students’ plans or
their planned behaviours. When such an interruption or dissonance arises, students cannot complete tasks as they normally
would, and they often experience physiological arousal. The arousal is then interpreted as an emotion (Mandler, 1984; McLeod,
1989).
To describe and understand the events that lead to students’ confusion, D’Mello & Graesser (2010) have used the cognitive
disequilibrium theory (Piaget, 1952b, 1985). According to this theory, when students are exposed to complex information,
contradictions, anomalies, novelties, or misconceptions or when they encounter a discrepant event where their observations of
a phenomenon are inconsistent with their expectations, cognitive disequilibrium is triggered. Cognitive disequilibrium is of
critical importance in students’ comprehension and learning processes (Graesser, Lu, Olde, Cooper-Pye, & Whitten, 2005).
Graesser and D’Mello (2012) suggest that “there may be a causal relationship between cognitive disequilibrium and deep
learning, with confusion playing either a mediating or moderating role in the process.” Therefore, cognitive disequilibrium has
been attributed as a “key signature” (D’Mello, Taylor, & Graesser, 2007), a “prime candidate” (Graesser & D’Mello, 2012),
and a “vital element” (Lodge, Kennedy, Lockyer, Arguel, & Pachman, 2018) that may lead to students’ confusion.
Additionally, cognitive disequilibrium theory suggests that a persistent or prolonged state of confusion could result in students’
being stuck—often attributed as a state of frustration. Frustration has also been called “hopeless” confusion, where students
have a more impoverished understanding of the subject matter and lack available resolution plans (D’Mello & Graesser, 2014a;
D’Mello & Graesser, 2012a). So while dissonance or disequilibrium within an “optimal” zone may be associated with
confusion, its prolonged state is more likely to result in frustration (Arguel, Lockyer, Kennedy, Lodge, & Pachman, 2019;
D’Mello & Graesser, 2014b).
Within the context of the POE framework, an opportunity for students’ learning is created as a result of contradictions or
inconsistencies between their predictions and their observations (Liew & Treagust, 1998). These inconsistencies between
students’ observations and their expectations can be useful motivation for their learning (Fensham & Kass, 1988) and
information gathering (Markant, Settles, & Gureckis, 2016). They could result in the onset of cognitive conflict or
disequilibrium (Fensham & Kass, 1988) and, presumably, confusion during the observation task. Students who attend to their
confusion and engage in effortful problem solving may be able to resolve their learning impasses and inconsistencies as they
complete the observation task—a likely occurrence of “productive” or “hopeful” confusion (D’Mello & Graesser, 2012a). For
the other students, who are unable to resolve their confusion, chances are that their learning impasses from the observation
task would sustain, turning their confusion into frustration as they arrive at the explanation task—a possible onset of “vicious”
confusion (D’Mello, Picard, & Graesser, 2007).
Kennedy and Lodge (2016) conducted a study to analyze students’ affective experience within a simulation-based POE
environment. Students’ sessions were captured using screen-recording software. At the end of the session, students were asked
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to complete a video-stimulated recall. The findings suggest that students mostly reported being confused during the observation
phase, and none of the students felt frustrated at this task. As these students progressed to the explanation tasks, those who had
resolved their learning impasses from the observation phase appeared to be “engaged,” whereas others “became frustrated and
disengaged by the time they reached the explanation screens” (Kennedy & Lodge, 2016). Given the cognitive disequilibrium
theory (Piaget, 1985) and the previous research (Kennedy & Lodge, 2016), it would be expected that within POE environments
the most likely moment of students’ confusion is during the observation phase.
The research hypothesis stating that students are most likely to experience confusion within the observation phase of a
POE environment leads to the question of what factors may influence these moments of confusion. Poor knowledge in the
content area is clearly a factor that can lead to students’ confusion (Graesser et al., 2005; Pachman et al., 2015). Previous
research has established that poor prior knowledge or misconceptions can act as “central obstacles” that impede learning of
new information (Duit & Treagust, 2003; Kendeou & Broek, 2005). Research has also established that it is not only the level
of knowledge that can affect students’ learning behaviours but also their confidence in the knowledge they hold (Kulhavy,
1977; Kulhavy, Yekovich, & Dyer, 1976). Therefore, in addition to prior knowledge, confidence may be important in
understanding the role of confusion in POE-based learning environments.
An area of research that relates directly to confusion and confidence in learning is hypercorrection. It refers to the situation
when students having high confidence in their knowledge or response are provided with feedback suggesting that they are
incorrect (Butterfield & Metcalfe, 2001, 2006). A number of studies (Butterfield & Metcalfe, 2001, 2006; Fazio & Marsh,
2009, 2010; Metcalfe & Finn, 2011) have shown that the hypercorrection effect occurs due to enhanced attention arising as a
result of a metacognitive mismatch. This mismatch arises when people find an inconsistency between the subjective and
objective correctness of their responses. Thus, a correct response made with low confidence or an incorrect response made
with high confidence could result in a metacognitive mismatch. Researchers have suggested that the metacognitive mismatch
could impact students’ learning processes and outcomes.
A number of scholars have explored how students with high and low confidence respond to making errors and getting
feedback (Anderson, Kulhavy, & Andre, 1971; Butler, Karpicke, & Roediger, 2008; Butterfield & Metcalfe, 2001, 2006;
Kulhavy, 1977; Kulhavy & Stock, 1989; Kulhavy et al., 1976). For example, it has been suggested that learners tend to spend
the longest time on feedback when high-confidence responses turn out to be incorrect (Anderson et al., 1971). That extra time
on feedback could help them identify the inconsistencies between their existing knowledge and the new information (Kulhavy,
1977; Kulhavy & Stock, 1989). While for errors with high confidence, students’ response could be surprise or confusion, the
response to low-confidence errors is acceptance, leading students to spend less time on feedback (Kulhavy et al., 1976). Further,
from a cognitive neuroscience perspective, Butterfield and Metcalfe (2001, 2006) found that high-confidence errors were more
likely to be corrected on a subsequent retest than errors made with low confidence.

3. Research Questions
Given these previous research findings, the first general hypothesis investigated in this study was that students who make an
incorrect prediction would be more likely to feel confused during the observation phase than those who make a correct
prediction. Second, and more specifically, it was expected that students who were high in confidence and made an incorrect
prediction would show more signs of confusion (during the observation phase) than students who were
1. low in confidence and made a similarly incorrect prediction or
2. high in confidence but made a correct prediction.
It should be noted that because of the exploratory nature of this study and the design of the POE learning environments,
the hypercorrection effect was investigated in two directions: (1) between the high-confidence correct-predicting students and
the high-confidence incorrect-predicting students, and (2) between the high-confidence incorrect-predicting students and the
low-confidence incorrect-predicting students (see Figure 1). Because it is less clear from the literature whether students who
make correct responses with lower confidence show any signs of confusion, this analysis is not presented in this paper.
Last, it was expected that students who were likely to experience confusion due to a hypercorrection effect (confident but
erroneous) would perform better than the other students (less confidence and erroneous, high confidence and correct) on a task
that assessed knowledge and understanding.
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Figure 1: Research hypothesis for the likely moments of students’ confusion in a POE-based simulation environment.
It is expected that the students who get confused and hypercorrected may develop a better understanding of concepts.

4. Methods
4.1. Learning Environment
The learning environment in this study was a conceptual simulation contained within a fully online course called Habitable
Worlds, which is offered to undergraduate students over eight weeks (Horodyskyj et al., 2018). Habitable Worlds is an
introductory science course that encourages students’ problem solving and reasoning through interactive tasks and is built
using Smart Sparrow—an “adaptive” e-learning platform that records students’ interactions and activities. Adaptive in this
context could mean learning-pathway modifications or provision of personalized feedback and hints on students’ responses
(or lack of responses).
The Habitable Worlds course consisted of 67 modules, which were mostly built around “training” and “application” tasks.
A task or screen in the current context could be one or more of the following: answering questions through drop-down menus,
responding to multiple-choice questions (MCQs), writing free-text answers to the questions, making hypotheses, watching
short lecture-style videos, or making submissions associated with simulations. On a given screen as students hit the “submit”
or “continue” button to progress to the next task, it was recorded in the system as a task attempt.
Each “training” module introduced a new concept. These modules were mostly linear in structure, with occasional pathway
adaptivity for remediation of learners with prior misconceptions (Pardos & Horodyskyj, 2019). Students could not proceed in
a training module unless they correctly completed the current task. Moreover, students could not go back to a previously
completed task without restarting the module. “Application” modules comprised quizzes. No new content was introduced, but
there was a requirement for students to show competency in the topics that had already been covered.
The primary focus of this paper was on an initial POE-based training module called Stellar Lifecycles. This module was
made available to students during the second week of the course, and it was assumed that most students would complete it
within that week. Overall, this module consisted of 23 different tasks or screens, but this study only focused on a subset of
POE-related tasks. Additionally, the associated application module of Stellar Lifecycles, called Stellar Applications, was
included as knowledge-transfer task. This module (transfer task) was available to students for only one week. In Stellar
Lifecycles the key concept students were asked to investigate was the relationship between the mass of a star and its associated
lifespan. The main sequence of POE-based activities for this module is provided below.
1. During the prediction phase, students needed to hypothesize the possible relationship between a star’s mass and its
lifespan (see Figure 2). They were also required to state the reasons they believed in their proposed hypothesis. Notably,
students were not provided with content relating to this concept before making predictions.
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Figure 2: Predict task: Students are required to select a hypothesis and state the reasons they believe in that hypothesis.
2. The observation phase was divided into two separate tasks.
(a) The first task introduced the stellar simulator so that students could learn how to manipulate stars of varying solar
mass and how to run a simulation about them. Students could run the stellar simulator as many times as they wanted.
(b) The second task asked students to create and run simulations about stars by varying their mass. Then they needed
to record the mass and lifespans of these stars in the space provided (see Figure 3). Last, students were asked to
either endorse or reject their earlier proposed predictions. Again, they could run the simulation as many times as
they wished.

Figure 3: Observe task: Students engaged in an interactive task; they needed to create and
run virtual stars and then record their observations of stellar mass and associated lifespans.
In the end, they needed to either endorse or reject their prior predictions.
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3. The explain phase was divided into three tasks.
(a) The first task was only available to students who made incorrect predictions and endorsed them or those who made
correct predictions but rejected them. This task aimed to help students rectify their hypotheses.
(b) The second task asked students to report on the minimum and the maximum lifespan of seven different stellar
classes. For this aspect of the task, students were asked to create and run simulations about stars of a specified mass
range and then to report on the associated lifespans. This task aimed to promote further understanding of the
concepts by allowing students to reconcile or resolve their cognitive conflict.
(c) The third task explained concepts through a short lecture-style video. This task summarized students’ earlier
proposed predictions, their newly formed predictions, and their evaluation of the lifespans of the seven stellar
classes. Students were then tested on some of the new content from the video.
4. After the POE task, students made observations of how, as a star aged, it changed its stellar classification. They were
then asked to respond to MCQs about the observed stellar classes.
5. Finally, a knowledge-transfer task was presented to students, asking them to calculate the properties of six stars
(properties such as luminosity, temperature, and mass) and to identify the longest-lived and the shortest-lived stars. The
maximum achievable score was 10 for completely correct answers. While students could make multiple attempts at
this task, they were penalized by two marks for each incorrect attempt.
In Figures 2 and 3, some visual information is presented to students through the HertzSprung–Russell (H–R) diagram. It
depicts the zones that a dying star may pass through and does not provide direct information on how a star’s mass may be
related to its lifespan. Therefore, within the current context, the H–R diagram is “interesting but superfluous” (Kennedy &
Lodge, 2016).
4.2. Participants
This study utilized the data from the Spring 2016 offering of the course Habitable Worlds. In accordance with an approved
institutional review board (IRB) protocol, student data was anonymized. The participants were 364 non-science major
undergraduate students from a large US-based university. Of the students who attempted the Stellar Lifecycles module within
the Habitable Worlds course, 51% were female and 49% were male.
Based on age, 44% of students were 20 years old or younger, 38% were older than 20 and younger than 30, and the
remaining 18% were older than 30. Based on the academic level, 9% were in their first year, 34% were in their second, 33%
were in their third, and the remaining 24% were in their fourth.
4.3. Measures
In this naturalistic study, the majority of analyses focused on the observe phase of the POE learning design—given that this is
where moments of confusion were expected, as predicted by theory (Fensham & Kass, 1988; Graesser & D’Mello, 2012; Liew
& Treagust, 1995, 1998; Lodge et al., 2018; Piaget, 1985). Furthermore, the previous study (Kennedy & Lodge, 2016) within
the same simulation environment suggested that most students experience confusion during the observation phase. This was
based on students’ affective experiences through video-stimulated recall (Kennedy & Lodge, 2016). This paper aims to extend
these previous works to explore whether learning analytics can help identify students’ moments of confusion.
This study used trace data to interpret students’ behaviours relating to confusion. Trace data or log files are created when
students take actions within the digital or online environments, for example, when they watch a video, when they make a
submission associated with tasks or questions, when they open a module, or when they close a learning session by signing out
of the system (Bunderson, Inouye, & Olsen, 1989; Greiff et al., 2014). Task attempts were used as a first measure of analyzing
confusion. This measure was calculated by aggregating the numerical count of task-related submissions—referred to as “count
data” (Kovanovic et al., 2015). This data is useful because it can provide an overview of students’ learning-based activities.
The second parameter used to measure confusion in this study was students’ time on task. Research suggests that time on task
can be an “accurate” measure for analyzing students’ effort on learning (Kovanovic et al., 2015).
Some studies have analyzed students’ confusion in terms of their interaction patterns. Baker et al. (2012), in their work on
Cognitive Tutor Algebra I, discussed students’ features of confusion. They described how the confused students seemed to
struggle, becoming slower (i.e., taking more time) on tasks after making two or more errors. These students made errors more
frequently and were also found to be less sure and guess more in their responses. Pardos, Baker, Pedro, Gowda, and Gowda
(2014), within the web-based tutoring platform ASSISTments, used a complex set of parameters to identify students’
confusion. Overall, the behaviours of confused students were characterized by (i) repeated sequential errors and (ii) incorrect
skill-based actions prior to spending a long time on a current related task. Lee et al. (2011b) analyzed how novices learn to
code. Students’ confusion was found to be commonly associated with novices making repeated compilation errors. Similarly,
while solving algebra problems, students who experienced confusion were those who had minimal correct responses and spent
the longest time on problem solving (Lagud & Rodrigo, 2010). Another study that aimed to teach introductory computer
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literacy with AutoTutor reported that when confused, participants seemed puzzled, they were unsure about how to continue,
and they struggled to understand the material (Craig et al., 2004). Finally, it has been reported that students who experience a
metacognitive mismatch (in this case confident but in error) would spend more time on the feedback (Anderson et al., 1971;
Kulhavy, 1977; Kulhavy & Stock, 1989).
Given these findings, it is not unreasonable to expect that students who were confused during the observe phase of a POE
task may spend longer on that task and may take several attempts on that task to correct their understanding. Moreover, unlike
the previous studies, where students were provided with immediate corrective or confirmatory feedback, in the current
simulation-based environment students were required to discover the correct responses through interactive engagement with
the tasks. They could not proceed to the next task unless the current task was completed correctly. Therefore, students’ efforts
to find a correct response or to overcome their learning impasses could manifest in terms of their task attempts and time-ontask behaviours.
In this study, students’ performance or conceptual understanding was measured using their scores from the knowledgetransfer task described above. Student groups were compared using the t-test, where the results are reported in terms of pvalue statistic, t-value statistic, and Cohen’s d for effect size. In the results section, the effect size can be interpreted as small
when d = 0.20, medium when d = 0.50, and large when d = 0.80 (Rosenthal, 1996; Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1984). The selected
significance level was α = 0.05 (*), and the tests were considered marginally significant when α < 0.10 (·). Because the analysis
involved multiple comparisons, Benjamini–Hochberg (BH) post hoc correction was applied to control for false positives. This
correction procedure has frequently been used in previous studies on students’ task difficulties and their affective analyses
(Botelho, Baker, Ocumpaugh, & Heffernan, 2018; Karumbaiah, Andres, Botelho, Baker, & Ocumpaugh, 2018; Nawaz,
Srivastava, Yu, Baker, et al., 2020; Nawaz, Srivastava, Yu, Khan, et al., 2020; Ocumpaugh et al., 2017).
4.4. Data Processing
In this study, data from the January 2016 offering of the course Habitable Worlds was analyzed. The trace data for this course
consisted of 814,441 interaction entries, which were recorded in the system. Of these interactions, over 15,000 were related to
the Stellar Lifecycles module.
One of the challenges in data processing was coming up with rules that could identify outliers for the session time. In a
fully online environment, session time is most susceptible to errors (Sun, 2006). Therefore, as a first step, all module-based
activities where students’ session time exceeded five standard deviations (SD) from the median were excluded. This subjective
judgment was made after analyzing the frequency tables, which revealed that nearly 99% of all module-based sessions were
completed within this time. Other researchers have also used such procedures (del Valle & Duffy, 2009; Wise, Speer, Marbouti,
& Hsiao, 2013). It was important to eliminate such interactions because it could be that students start a learning session and
then leave the browser window open without actively engaging in a meaningful learning activity (e.g., in one instance a
student’s session time was 20 hours long).
Next, a cluster analysis was performed using module-based features such as mean module scores, mean module task
completions, mean attempts, and mean time at the module tasks. The purpose of cluster analysis was to group the students
based on the similarities of their behavioural patterns within the Stellar Lifecycles module. To determine the number of clusters
on normalized data, a visual assessment of tendency (VAT) algorithm was run (Bezdek & Hathaway, 2002). Later, the kmeans algorithm (MacQueen, 1967) was applied for clustering since it resulted in more balanced, well-connected, and wellseparated clusters. To ensure the convergence of the centroid update, the algorithm was run multiple times (Kassambara, 2017).
This analysis ultimately resulted in two clear groups or clusters of students (Group 1: n = 212; Group 2: n = 130). A comparison
of the two groups seemed to suggest that
• students in both groups were persistent as they completed all task-related submissions;
• based on students’ choice of hypothesis, both groups had similar levels of prior knowledge; a comparable proportion
of students across the two groups proposed the correct hypothesis—34% of students from Group 1 and 32% from
Group 2; and
• students’ chosen hypotheses also revealed that they had misconceptions of a similar nature; the majority of students in
both groups endorsed a common misconception—43% from Group 1 and 49% from Group 2.
Next, in accordance with existing works (Dienes, 2012; Nawaz, Kennedy, Bailey, Mead, & Horodyskyj, 2018), students’
confidence in their proposed hypotheses was inferred through their free-text responses. During the prediction task, students
were asked to report on why they proposed a hypothesis. The reasoning provided by students often included phrases such as
“I am just guessing,” “It’s just a guess,” “I am not sure, but this seems to be making sense.” The authors labelled each response
as guessing or not guessing behaviour and then attributed guessing to a “lack” of confidence (Dienes, 2012; Engelbrecht,
Harding, & Potgieter, 2005). The labelling decision was based on students’ expression of doubt regarding their selected
hypotheses, or their reasoning for the selected hypotheses, or both. It was also found that students who were labelled as less
confident generally used less technical language in the reasoning associated with hypotheses and they also wrote a shorter
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amount of text while reasoning about the hypotheses (Nawaz et al., 2018). Overall, an analysis of the number of words entered
by students, the number of scientific or key technical terms used by students, and students’ expression of guessing and doubts
in their hypothesis-reasoning suggested that Group 1 students were more confident than the students in Group 2.
Regarding students’ confidence, Kang et al. (2011) suggest that there exists a link between confidence and the accuracy of
students’ responses. Responses made with higher confidence are more likely to be accurate than responses made with lower
confidence. Rangel, Möller, Sitter, Stibane, and Strzelczyk (2017) found that “confidence for incorrect answers is significantly
lower than confidence for correct answers.” If this is the case, it would be expected that guessing is less likely to result in a
correct response. When investigated in the current study, it was found that only 7% of students were guessing when they
proposed a correct hypothesis—suggesting the validity of the operationalization of confidence.
Next, students’ task-based interactions during the observe phase were extracted, as this is where moments of confusion
were expected. First, task-based interactions were extracted for students who make a correct prediction and those who make
incorrect predictions. Then, these task-based interactions were refined (in terms of the response correctness) for the two student
groups that had emerged from clustering. Last, the distribution of these task-based interactions was analyzed, and further
cleaning was performed using time-oriented heuristics. In this case, an upper limit of 40 minutes was defined for time on the
observe task. Studies have discussed the reliability of such measures (del Valle & Duffy, 2009; Kovanovic et al., 2015).

5. Results
In this paper, the goal was to identify specific moments of students’ confusion, as would be predicted by theory. Students’
confusion may be reflected in the way in which they respond to feedback, specifically in the observation phase of the POE
task. To investigate generally whether students who make an incorrect prediction would be more likely to feel confused than
students who make a correct prediction, comparisons between these students were made. Table 1 shows comparisons at a
global level between students who made a correct prediction and those who made an incorrect prediction.
Table 1: Comparison of Students Who Made a Correct Prediction
with Those Who Made Incorrect Predictions

Correct Prediction
Avg. Attempts
Avg. Time

Mean ± SD
1.12 ± 0.46
3.88 ± 4.97

Global Comparison
Incorrect
Prediction
T
Mean ± SD
1.34 ± 1.04
−2.74
4.03 ± 3.80
−1.29

p
<0.01
0.20

sig after
BH
correction
*

d
0.28
0.14

It can be seen from Table 1 that students who made incorrect predictions were likely to make significantly more attempts
in the observe phase than students who made correct predictions, although the time the two groups spent on the task did not
differ significantly.
The next set of analyses compared the behaviours of incorrectly predicting students: those who were high in confidence
(Group 1) with those who were low in confidence (Group 2). Table 2 shows that there were no significant differences between
students when it came to average task attempts. However, after making an incorrect prediction, Group 1 students spent
marginally more time in the observation phase than Group 2 students.
Table 2: Comparison of the Incorrectly Predicting Students from Group 1
with the Incorrectly Predicting Students from Group 2

Avg. Attempts
Avg. Time

Students Who Made Incorrect Predictions
Group 1—High
Group 2—Low
sig after
Confidence
Confidence
BH
T
p
correction
Mean ± SD
Mean ± SD
1.25 ± 0.96
1.47 ± 1.15
−1.50
0.13
4.40 ± 4.42
3.46 ± 2.50
2.03
<0.05
.

d
0.21
0.26

Table 3 presents the data only for high-confidence (Group 1) students. It compares those who made a correct prediction
with those who made an incorrect prediction. Incorrectly predicting students in Group 1 were found to make significantly more
attempts and spend a marginally longer time in the observe phase than students who made a correct prediction.
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Table 3: Comparison of Group 1 Students Who Made Correct Predictions with
Group 1 Students Who Made Incorrect Predictions

Avg. Attempts
Avg. Time

Correct
Prediction
Mean ± SD
1.01 ± 0.12
3.46 ± 2.26

Group 1—High Confidence
Incorrect
Prediction
T
p
Mean ± SD
1.25 ± 0.96 −2.89 <0.00
4.40 ± 4.42 −2.02 <0.05

sig after
BH
correction
*

d
0.35
0.27

.

Finally, analyses were completed to determine whether those students who possibly experienced a hypercorrection effect
or a metacognitive mismatch developed a better conceptual understanding than those students who did not. Previous research
would suggest that a hypercorrection effect would be particularly apparent for a comparison of the incorrectly predicting
students (comparison of high-confidence Group 1 students with low-confidence Group 2 students). Table 4 shows this
comparison. While the results are marginally significant (α < 0.1), there is a clear trend in the expected direction (the incorrectly
predicting students from Group 1 perform better; effect size = 0.24).
Table 4: Comparison of Incorrectly Predicting Students of Group 1 with
Incorrectly Predicting Students of Group 2 at the Knowledge-Transfer Task

Transfer Score

Students Who Made Incorrect Predictions
Group 1—High
Group 2—Low
sig after
Confidence
Confidence
BH
T
p
correction
Mean ± SD
Mean ± SD
7.62 ± 3.12
6.82 ± 3.74
1.67 0.06
.

d
0.24

To further investigate whether the hypercorrection effect influenced students’ conceptual understanding, the highconfidence (Group 1) correctly predicting students were compared with the high-confidence (Group 1) incorrectly predicting
students at the knowledge-transfer task. Table 5 shows this comparison, and although no difference was found between the
learning outcomes of these groups, it is, however, interesting to see that the high-confidence incorrectly predicting students
could achieve similar learning outcomes as the high-confidence correctly predicting students.
Table 5: Comparison of the Group 1 Incorrectly Predicting Students with
the Group 1 Correctly Predicting Students at the Knowledge-Transfer Task

Transfer Score

Group 1—High Confidence
Correct
Incorrect
Prediction
Prediction
T
p
Mean ± SD
Mean ± SD
7.04 ± 3.29
7.62 ± 3.12 −0.94 0.37

sig after
BH
correction

d
0.07

Most of the results presented above are in line with the theoretical predictions. However, it is important to note that the
effect sizes associated with these findings are generally modest (Cohen, 1988). This is noted in the discussion section.

6. Discussion
Overall, this paper investigated whether specific moments of students’ confusion could be identified using behavioural markers
derived from learning analytics in a digital, simulation-based learning environment. While, generally, students who made
errors during their learning process were expected to show more signs of confusion, the concepts of hypercorrection and
metacognitive mismatch suggest that students’ confidence plays a role in how they respond to errors (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Moments of confusion in a POE-based simulation environment. Students’ confidence in their predictions
may affect how they respond to errors during their observations. Students with higher confidence in their incorrect
predictions are likely to be confused and hypercorrected, which may result in better learning outcomes.
Specifically, it was expected that students who were confident and made errors would show more signs of confusion than
other students. The overall findings of this study indicate that students show signs of confusion in ways that align with
theoretical predictions.
This study mainly investigated students who were high in confidence and made an incorrect prediction. These students,
compared to those who made a high-confidence correct prediction, spent significantly more time and made marginally more
attempts in the observation phase of the simulation-based learning task. They also spent marginally more time in this phase
than students who were lower in confidence and made an incorrect prediction. These results are entirely consistent with, and
predicted by, the hypercorrection effect, as described by Butterfield and Metcalfe (2001, 2006).
It is important to mention that contrary to the previous studies where students were provided with immediate corrective or
confirmatory feedback (Butterfield & Metcalfe, 2001), students in the current simulation-based environment were required to
discover the correct responses through interactive engagement with the tasks. They could not proceed to the next task unless
the current task was completed correctly. Therefore, students’ efforts to find a correct response or to overcome their learning
impasses could manifest in terms of their task attempts and time-on-task behaviours. In particular, their learning behaviours,
such as making repeated attempts at the task and spending a greater amount of time on the task, are indicative of students who
are attending to and responding to an error they have made and making an effort to solve or resolve their confusion about the
concepts presented in the task. Previous studies that investigated students’ confusion have called these behaviours students’
“effort” (Lehman & Graesser, 2015) and “struggle” (Nawaz et al., 2018) toward confusion resolution.
With regard to the hypercorrection effect and students’ learning outcomes, Butterfield and Metcalfe (2001, 2006) suggest
that students who experience a hypercorrection effect pay additional attention to the learning material, which results in their
having a better understanding of the concepts they are covering. Before discussing the findings of this study, it is important to
mention that the mark used for students’ assessment on the knowledge-transfer task was a more stringent measure than in the
existing studies. Unlike most studies on the hypercorrection effect, where students were tested on general knowledge or nonISSN 1929-7750 (online). The Journal of Learning Analytics works under a Creative Commons License, Attribution - NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 Unported
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academic material (Butterfield & Metcalfe, 2001, 2006; Fazio & Marsh, 2009, 2010; Metcalfe & Finn, 2011), this study tested
them on academic content. Also, while the previous studies assessed students’ performance on repeated MCQs (matching
questions during the pre-test and post-test), this study measured students’ performance on a knowledge-transfer task built on
advanced material. It could, thus, be argued that the outcome measure in this study was more rigorous.
1. First, the hypercorrection effect would be borne out by higher-confidence students who made an incorrect prediction
performing better (i.e., have better learning outcomes) than lower-confidence students who made a similar incorrect
prediction. In the context of this investigation, although the difference between these groups was marginally significant
(α < 0.10), the trends of the mean scores and the effect size were in line with theory.
2. Second, the hypercorrection effect could be observed when the learning outcomes of the high-confidence incorrectly
predicting students are compared to the high-confidence correctly predicting students. While not better, the incorrectly
predicting students achieved similar scores as the correctly predicting students. It could be that when the highconfidence incorrectly predicting students discovered an error, they were surprised and, thus, paid more attention.
Apparently, it enabled them to achieve similar scores to those of the high-confidence correctly predicting students.
Because it was less clear from the literature whether students who make correct responses with lower confidence show any
signs of confusion, this analysis was not presented in this paper. Taken together, the results tend to suggest that when students
commit to a position within a simulation-based learning task with some confidence and then find they have made a mistake,
they get a bit confused and subsequently pay more attention. As a result, they put in additional effort, which may ultimately
lead them to form a better understanding. This is entirely consistent with the cognitive conflict (Limón, 2001), cognitive
disequilibrium (Festinger, 1957; Graesser et al., 2005; Piaget, 1952a), and impasse-driven theories of learning (Brown &
VanLehn, 1980; VanLehn et al., 2003b), suggesting that effortful cognitive activities can promote confusion resolution and
ultimately benefit student learning. The findings of this paper are also compatible with previous empirical studies on confusion
(Lee et al., 2011; Liu, Pataranutaporn, Ocumpaugh, & Baker, 2013).
Chen, Pan, Sung, & Chang (2013) report that students’ erroneous predictions in POE-based learning designs can result in
cognitive conflict, dissonance, or disequilibrium, which can ultimately lead to students’ dissatisfaction with their current views
and may help them bring about a conceptual change and remediation of misconceptions. Overall, while the previous studies
suggest that POE environments can probe students’ prior knowledge (Liew & Treagust, 1995) and can promote a conceptual
change (Chairam, Somsook, & Coll, 2009), the current study seems to suggest that students’ confidence in prior knowledge
can affect their behaviours relating to error correction. In particular, this study proposes that students who face a metacognitive
mismatch and associated hypercorrection are more likely to benefit from the POE instructional design than students who have
lower confidence in their prior knowledge.
Moreover, some of the prior works that analyzed students’ confusion experimentally manipulated cognitive disequilibrium
and reported that “cognitive disequilibrium causes an increase in uncertainty and allegedly confusion” (D’Mello et al., 2014;
Lehman, D’Mello, & Graesser, 2012; Lehman et al., 2011). This study showed that a naturalistic simulation-based POE
learning environment has the potential to naturally trigger a cognitive conflict or disequilibrium in students, especially for
those students whose expectations do not match their predictions (Fensham & Kass, 1988). The present study also suggests
that POE environments might represent a good candidate for learning design for future research on emotions and affect.

7. Conclusion
Overall, this study investigated students’ moments of confusion in line with theory. The value of having a strong theory to aid
in the interpretation of the learning analytic measures used in this study should not be underestimated. Several researchers
have argued the critical need to connect analytics with learning theory for further advancement in research and practice of
learning analytics. In one study, while examining the association between students’ trace data and their learning outcomes, the
importance of instructional conditions was empirically shown (Gašević, Dawson, Rogers, & Gasevic, 2016). Researchers have
further suggested that to gain “actionable” insights into students’ learning progress, to improve study designs, and to enhance
and interpret the study findings, existing theory should be utilized (Gašević, Dawson, & Siemens, 2014).
This study presented an innovative methodological approach to confusion research. Through cluster analysis, two groups
of students were identified who, broadly speaking, exhibited similar levels of persistence (because they completed all the
module tasks) and had similar levels of prior knowledge and misconceptions (based on their selection of hypotheses at the
prediction task). The only apparent difference between the two groups was their confidence in prior knowledge—which was
inferred from students’ free-text data that they wrote while providing the reasoning for their choice of hypotheses. This
difference in students’ confidence seemed to influence how they interacted within a simulation-based POE environment—in
particular, during the observation phase, which was the focus of this study.
There does seem to be value in looking for digital markers of confusion, particularly during the observe phase of a
simulation-based POE environment. Broadly speaking, knowledge of student profiles in terms of their confidence and prior
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knowledge can help interpret their effort associated with confusion. This can ultimately enable timely interventions.
Interventions or feedback is important in learning (Shute, 2008); feedback is “the process whereby learners obtain information
about their work in order to appreciate the similarities and differences between the appropriate standards for any given work,
and the qualities of the work itself, in order to generate improved work” (Boud & Molloy, 2012). The importance of
interventions in learning analytics to “close the feedback loop” has been emphasized by several researchers (Barker & Pinard,
2014; Clow, 2012, 2014). Within the current context, student intervention can prevent persistent or prolonged confusion, which
has been associated with poor learning outcomes and performance (D’Mello et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2011).
Knowing when students get confused or which students are more likely to be confused could be useful for the provision of
automated feedback by using learning analytic techniques. On the one hand, this can allow educators to identify students who
need more guidance and support. This approach, where teachers offer dynamically planned interventions to one or more
students, is termed “proactive remediation” (Miller et al., 2015). Through the teacher’s assistance, this can possibly lead to
students’ enhanced engagement and persistence in the task. On the other hand, a knowledge of the likely moments of students’
confusion could help educators know when the material is getting more complex, so that they may change the pace of the task
or include additional support.
The approach to confusion detection used in this research leverages learning analytics. The only data used in this study is
students’ interaction-based trace data. There is potential, therefore, to deploy the processes and findings from this study at
scale. In time, these measures may be used as the basis for digital systems that can automatically detect and respond to learners’
difficulties and cater to their confusion. A key challenge with such a development would be knowing the precise moment to
provide feedback to confused students. Immediate feedback could hinder the productive educational benefits of being
confused, while overly delayed feedback may risk students disengaging from the task (Graesser & D’Mello, 2012).

8. Limitations and Future Work
There are some limitations to the present analysis that need to be addressed in the future. This preliminary study only included
the observe phase of the POE learning design, given that this is where students’ moments of confusion were expected. In future,
students’ emotions in the complete POE cycle could be analyzed. This would allow a more in depth understanding of the
various emotions that students can undergo in a complete POE-based design. For example, future research could use learning
analytic techniques to explore the expectation that students with sustained misconceptions from the observation task would
likely be frustrated as they arrive at the explanation tasks.
In future, this study could also benefit by including external criterion, such as students’ self-reports. Researchers in learning
sciences have used self-report instruments extensively (Colthorpe, Zimbardi, Ainscough, & Anderson, 2015; Ellis, Han, &
Pardo, 2017; Gašević, Jovanovic, Pardo, & Dawson, 2017; Rodriguez et al., 2019). However, self-reports pose some challenges
of their own, such as being influenced by social desirability bias (Krosnick, 1999; Paulhaus, 1991). This refers to the inclination
of people to answer in line with what society or researchers view as favourable rather than their actual behaviours, attitudes,
and beliefs. Another issue with self-report is that people often have a different conceptual understanding of the questions, and
hence the participants may interpret the self-report items differently (White, 1989). Moreover, it has been suggested that selfreports can influence cognition or affects in subtle ways (Lazarus, 1991). Additionally, trace data and self-reports on the same
construct often lack an association (Winne & Jamieson-Noel, 2002), and learners’ poor reflection is a likely reason for this
mismatch (Zhou & Winne, 2012). Last, in some of the prior studies, trace data has been found to have a stronger association
with students’ learning outcomes and study tactics than their self-report measures (Winne & Jamieson-Noel, 2002; Zhou &
Winne, 2012).
Another possible future direction within a POE framework could be to explore how students select a hypothesis and then
gather information about it. For this, students could be asked to express their confidence in each of the options with which they
are presented. Research suggests that given a complex learning task, the participants can test their hypotheses through either
selection or reception (Markant & Gureckis, 2014b). The different approaches participants adopt can be affected by their level
of uncertainty or confidence, which, in turn, can influence their learning (Markant & Gureckis, 2014a; Markant et al., 2016).
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